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Equities: Europe is mixed but quiet on Wednesday morning, as was
widely expected by market commentators. Traders will not commit
hugely to either side today but will instead await the potentially
heightened volatility to come over the next couple of trading sessions.
The EuroStoxx50 is currently flat, while Germany's DAX is down by
0.20%.  Britain's FTSE100 is also marginally weaker.
Profit warnings from Target Corp and Credit Suisse over the past 24
hours have caused some cautious trading this morning. In addition to
this, the central banks of Australia and India have this week both hiked
rates by 50bp, with concerns now growing that the ECB could signal a
more aggressive tightening path.

Safe-havens: Gold is slightly lower this morning on the back of a stronger
Dollar, however the precious metal is remaining firmly within its range of the
past couple of weeks, at $1,850 today.
European bond yields are expectedly quiet on Wednesday, the German 10yr
currently yielding 1.327% and French 10yr at 1.85%, both close to their multi-
year highs. US yields are similarly very quiet this morning ahead of the
country's inflation print towards the end of the week.

Looking ahead: Wednesday afternoon is set to be fairly muted on the
economic data front, markets will most likely remain quiet and begin to look
to tomorrow and Friday's releases. 
A big focus tomorrow will be around the ECB's language and if they are still
aiming for two 25bp hikes during Q3. Asset-purchases are expected to be
wound-down and updated economic projections will also be due. The initial
ECB release will come at 12:45 tomorrow and will be followed by Christine
Lagarde's press conference at 1:30pm.
US CPI on Friday also has the potential to cause some volatility across global
markets, the figure expected at 8.3% y/y.

Currencies: The EUR/JPY currency pair has today hit its highest level
(around 143.00) in seven years ahead of the important ECB meeting
tomorrow that is likely to leave the Bank of Japan standing alone with
ultra-loose monetary policy. The Yen has fallen against the Euro now
for 10 consecutive sessions, its longest losing streak in 8 months.
EUR/USD could see some larger moves soon with ECB this week and
the Fed release next week.
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The World Bank yesterday reduced its growth estimate for the global economy to
2.9%, down 1.2 percentage points from its January forecast. "The world economy
is expected to experience its sharpest deceleration following an initial recovery
from global recession in more than 80 years" the bank said. This slowdown is
due to come after growth recovered to 5.7% in 2021 followed the pandemic-
induced recession of 2020.
"The war in Ukraine, lockdowns in China, supply-chain disruptions, and the risk of
stagflation are hammering growth. For many countries, recession will be hard to
avoid" said World Bank President David Malpass. The war is without a doubt
compounding the damage from the pandemic and intensifying the slowdown in
the economy, "which is entering what could become a protracted period of
feeble growth and elevated inflation" according to this week's report.
The World Bank noted some similarities to the 1970s when growth stalled and
and inflation took off when supply issues also fueled price hikes and a long
period of low interest rates. Importantly however, there are differences between
the 70s and today: namely a strong US dollar, and major financial institutions are
in a strong position at present.
On a regional basis, the World Bank is now forecasting for 2.6% growth this year
in the US (vs the previous 3.8%), and 4.3% for China (vs prior 5.1%). Meanwhile
the Eurozone forecast was reduced to 2.5% and Japan to 1.7%.
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Target Corporation
America's eighth largest retailer Target Corporation released a warning
yesterday, stating that it's aiming to cut inventory by offering discounts, cancelling
orders, and taking a closer look at expenses. These actions are meant to "right-
size its inventory for the balance of the year and create additional flexibility to
focus on serving guests in a rapidly changing environment" Target said in its
statement.
"We actually do see a continued strong sales environment, traffic and the top line
continue to be strong" Target CEO Michael Fiddelke told Yahoo Finance recently,
"But over the past several weeks what we have been able to continue to assess is
the broader retail environment - and I think as has been reported pretty widely
at this point - the level of inventory in retail is high. And we also expect inflation
and higher costs to be persistent".
The shares dropped by 2.3% on Tuesday, underperforming the US market on the
session and trading down to $155.98 (-32.6% YTD). Target saw a 25% plunge last
month after a surprising earnings miss as consumer spending slowed
considerably.

09/06/2022 - ECB Rate Decision
10/06/2022 - Chinese CPI
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